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ABSTRACT:!
!

Quantum Monte Carlo is the process by which the Schrödinger equation can be solved, therefore allowing scientists to describe particles on a fundamental
level. Given a system of particles and a time step, one can compute an update to that set. After millions of updates, the Schrödinger equation converges
and is a model for that body of particles. Because of the computational complexity of each update and the number of updates required before convergence,
this is quite slow. The processing power of parallel computation on graphics processing units can therefore be harnessed to improve timing. This
presentation delves into two components of the Quantum Monte Carlo problem, namely updating the Slater matrix’s inverse and interparticle distances. !

UPDATING THE SLATER MATRIX INVERSE:

UPDATING THE INTERPARTICLE DISTANCES:

If the position of a particle in the system is changed, the Slater matrix and
its inverse must be updated. Stable matrix inversion takes O(n3) time
where n is the dimension of the matrix. Inverse updating, however, can be
completed in O(n2) time with the Sherman Morrison Formula. Given a
column vector (u) and a row vector (vT), the update of an inverse can be
computed as shown in figure 1:

The system to which the particles are confined is
assumed to be an arbitrary parallelpiped under periodic
boundary conditions (figure 4). When the position of a
particle is changed within the system, that particle’s
distance to its closest neighbors in the image must be
recomputed.
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Figure 4. Periodic Boundary
Conditions

For this component, we explored two different algorithms, a tree search vs. a
linear search, both sequentially and in parallel.

Figure 1. The Sherman Morrison Formula

METHODS OF PARALLELIZATION:
Non-Replica parallelization: individually parallelize and optimize the
computations for computing one inverse’s update at a time.
Major challenge: Synchronization/communication in the completion
of steps across thread blocks
Replica Parallelization: parallelize to run multiple inverse updates (12
found to be optimal) at once.
Major challenge: Memory accessing time and coalescence
Figure 2. CPU vs GPU Inversion and Update Timings!
GPU Replica Parallelization!

GPU Non-Replica Parallelization!

Linear Search: Simplest approach. Loops through entire list of images and
selects the closest image of each particle
Pros: No setup time, trivial to parallelize
Cons: Inefficient use of resources, fixed (long) running time
Tree Search: Complex approach. Using binary space partitioning
(specifically an octree), each image is assigned to a cell. The cells are then
mapped to a linear ordering and a tree is constructed from multiple linear
orderings (figure 5).
Pros: on average faster search time
Cons: requires setup of data structure, not trivial to parallelize
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Figure 6. CPU vs GPU Initialization and Update Timings !
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Figure 3. UP CLOSE: Replica vs Non-Replica
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From these graphs, once can see that the GPU is a viable tool for speeding
up sequential matrix inversion and updating. However, the distinction
between replica and non replica methods of parallelization is inconclusive.
For a 1000 by 1000 matrix, the GPU methods are roughly 8 times faster
than the sequential CPU method.
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Figure 7. Implementation Comparisons

The GPU Parallel octree implementation
has not yet been completed, however it is
already clear that the GPU parallelization
provides large performance gains as
seen in figure 7. It is expected that the
parallel octree will provide similar gains.

As one can see, the GPU is an appropriate tool for parallelizing certain portions of the Quantum Monte Carlo algorithms. It’s strengths lie in tasks that are
data parallel and involve limited communication. The Sherman Morrison formula falls easily into this category, and the interparticle distance calculations
appear to as well. However, future work is still needed in both areas. In the matrix inverse update algorithm, more work needs to be done on memory
coalescence in replica parallelization, as even larger gains can be expected from such work. On the parallel interparticle distance calculations, the
implementation of the parallel octree must be completed along with a parallel sort.
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